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Editor’s Note 
June, 2013 
 

 
 
Preparations continue for the 18th 
IBC to be held in Brisbane, 
Australia next year.  A call has 
gone out asking for nominations 
for speakers, and I urge you all to 
please respond to this as soon as 
possible. 
 
There are already several 
prestigious speakers who have 
confirmed their attendance, 
including two Nobel Laureates. 
 
One of the plenary speakers is 
Professor Carol Robinson from the 
University of Oxford, U.K.,  who is 
the subject of this issue’s Women 
in Science feature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
As well as a scientifically 
rewarding program, much thought 
is being put into the planning of an 
interesting social program which 
will showcase many unique 
aspects of Australia. 
 
It is pleasing to note that many of 
our Adhering Bodies are 
increasingly using the IUPAB 
website to publicize their local and 
international conferences, 
workshops, etc.. 
 
I encourage you all to take 
advantage of this avenue for any 
issues of general interest to the 
Biophysics community. 
 
With best wishes, 
 
Louise Matheson 
Editor 
mail@iupab.org 
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President’s Report 
 
Professor G.C.K. Roberts 
University of Leicester, U.K.  
 
In the last week of April, the 

IUPAB President 
attended a 
meeting of the 

Constituent 
Unions of ICSU in 
Paris.  It was 
attended by sixty 
representatives of 

International Scientific Unions, 
together with members of ICSU 
staff. 
 
This was an interesting and 
useful occasion, as it gave me 
an opportu-nity to make contact 
with people from related Unions 
and from ICSU and its Regional 
Offices, which will clearly be 
useful in the future. 
 
The meeting began with a 
presentation by Steven Wilson 
(Executive Director, ICSU) on 
the objectives of ICSU, under 
the general heading of 
"Strengthening international 
science for the benefit of 
society". He outlined ICSU's 
activities under three headings: 
Research – emphasising inter-
national and interdisciplinary 
work; Science & Policy - 
delivering scientific knowledge 
to policy-makers; and 
Universality of Science - 
representing all scientists, 

irrespective of ethnicity, gender, 
politics, &c.  
 
He also noted that ICSU has 
National Scientific Members 
(National Academies of Science 
or equivalent) as well as the 
Scientific Unions, and that the 
National Members outnumber 
the Unions by four to one. 
 
The sessions were of two types 
- discussions of ICSU's major 
programmes, and of other 
general topics - both in plenary 
and in 'break-out' sessions. 
 
Major Programmes. The 
emphasis was on three current 
and new programmes.  
 
Integrated Research on 
Disaster Risk 
(http://www.icsu.org/what-we-
do/interdisciplinary-bodies/irdr/) 
is well established, with a 
programme office in Beijing and 
a number of working groups 
under way.  
 
Health and Wellbeing in the 
Changing Urban Environment: 
a Systems Analysis Approach 
(http://www.icsu.org/what-we-
do/interdisciplinary-
bodies/health-and-wellbeing-in-
the-changing-urban-
environment/) was approved in 
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2011; a Scientific Committee 
has now been set up and the 
first grants - with the emphasis 
very much on systems analysis 
- will be awarded by 2014. 
 
Future Earth  
(http://www.icsu.org/future-
earth) is a very large new 
programme focus-sing on 
environmental change and 
sustainability which is just 
getting under way. Each of 
these pro-grammes has a 10-
year timescale and involves 
extensive collaboration with 
other international agencies - 
the UN for example is 
extensively involved in Future 
Earth. 
 
It is apparent from this that the 
major programmes of ICSU are 
all concerned with problems on 
the global scale, and it is 
difficult to see how IUPAB could 
make a direct contribution. Our 
emphasis on education and 
capacity-building is clearly the 
correct one. 
  
General topics.  
 
Communication - this dealt with 
communication between ICSU 
and the constituent Unions and 
with the visibility of ICSU in the 
scientific community at large. 
Both were agreed to be poor, 
although there were felt to be 
some signs of improvement in 
ICSU's communications. The 
increased role and staffing of 

ICSU's Regional Offices was 
seen to be a positive step.  
 
Two modest steps to improve 
communication were 
suggested:  
(a) for each Union to identify a 
member to act as the contact 
person for each of the Regional 
Offices and  
(b) for Union officers to have 
emails of the form 
secgen@iupab.org with 
appropriate forwarding arrange-
ments, so that ICSU did not 
have to keep up with changes 
in office-holders.  
 
Open Access and Data 
Archiving - many of the well-
rehearsed concerns about 
these topics were discussed, 
including the impact of different 
business models for open 
access on authors from 
developing countries, the 
problem of long-term archiving 
of both publications and data 
and the dangers of using 
journal impact factors to judge 
the quality of individual papers. 
It was generally felt that the 
situation was so advanced that 
a statement from ICSU would 
make little difference.  
 
New Horizons - this was a 
'brain-storming' session to 
consider areas in which ICSU 
might mount future 
programmes; a variety of areas 
were discussed, but it was 
apparent that the scale of the 
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Future Earth programme is 
such that it will be several years 
before a new major programme 
can be mounted.  
 
Education - this was an 
interesting and informative 
session, in which different 
Unions outlined their 
educational activities. Many of 
the larger Unions have 
substantial programmes aimed 
at schools, while the medium 
and small Unions, like IUPAB, 
focus on graduate education in 
the form of Advanced Schools 
and Workshops. Several 
Unions are open to the 
possibility of joint Workshops, 
and the increasing role of ICSU 
Regional Offices promises to be 
very helpful. 

 
'Clusters'. It became clear that 
the formation of groupings or 
'clusters' of Unions with related 
interests has proved very 
valuable; the more well-
established of these, such as 
the 'Geo-Cluster', meet 
regularly and promote joint 
conferences. IUPAB is now part 
of the 'Bio-Cluster' as well as 
the recently-formed Physical, 
Chemical & Mathematical 
Cluster, which is keen to 
encourage biological 
interactions. 
 
 ___________________ 
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Report from the Secretary-General 
 
 
Planning for the 18th IBC:  
The Council has been active in 
suggesting topics and speakers 
for this Congress in Brisbane. 
All suggestions received so far 
have been forwarded to the 
program committee. They will 
be used to construct a short list 
that will be returned to the 
IUPAB for comment before 
invitations are issued.  
 
Professor Brett Hambly, the 
principal convener of the 
Congress, tells me the process 
is going smoothly thanks to 
many members of the IUPAB 
Council and the Adhering 
Bodies, particularly national 
biophysical Societies.  He urges 
all interested parties to make 
program proposals in the near 
future. 
 
Perhaps it is worth reiterating 
an historical feature of the 
IUPAB policy on funding 
workshops and schools on 
biophysics. For about at least a 
decade, IUPAB has only 
considered requests for 
financial support for these 
Schools when they are held in 
years that do not coincide with 
the triennial IUPAB Biophysics 
Congresses. I have received 
several requests for financial 
assistance for workshops 
and/or schools during 2014, 
and regretfully they can not be  

 
supported because of our 
focused commitment to funding 
the success of our Congress 
which is due to be held in 
Brisbane, Australia on August 
3-7, 2014. 
 
We are also looking forward to 
August 2014 in Brisbane. This 
congress promises to be 
memorable and already a 
remarkable set of plenary 
lecturers and symposia have 
been invited and accepted.  
Several satellite meetings are 
proposed, including one on 
“The Failing Human Heart” that 
will immediately follow the 
congress on August 8-11. 
 
L’Oreal-UNESCO Prize for 
Women in Science: Dr Cathy 
Royer (Montpellier) proposed 
that IUPAB should put forward 
one (or more) candidates for 
the L’Oreal-UNESCO prize for 
women in science.  
 
Each year, five outstanding 
women scientists – one per 
continent (African and Arab 
States, Asia-Pacific, Europe, 
Latin America, and North 
America) are honoured for their 
research contributions, for the 
strength of their commitments, 
and their impacts on 
society. L’Oréal Laureates will 
be honoured at an Awards 
ceremony in Paris and will each 
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receive US$100,000 in 
recognition of their 
accomplishments.  
 
Professor Cathy Royer is 
currently preparing a 
submission for the nomination 
of a woman biophysicist from 
the European zone. If you are 
able to assist her with this 
important proposal, please 
contact her directly by email: 
catherine.royer@cbs.cnrs.fr. 
 
 
Biophysical Reviews: In the 
first Special Issue (SI) of the 
Union’s flagship publication, 
Biophysical Reviews, I was 
honoured to have the 
experience of Associate Editor, 
Professor Haruki Nakamura 
who was also co-editor of the 
Special Issue. Briefly, this 
initiative arose from a two-
session workshop at the 17th 
International Biophysics 
Congress in Beijing in 2011 that 
I chaired. The aim of the 
workshop was to provide a 
mechanism and pathway to 
enable and facilitate the 
participation of computationally-
gifted young bio-physicists, 
particularly from developing 
countries.  
 
The lively discussion prompted 
me to assemble a group of 
mentors who might advise and 
assist graduate students and 
early-career computational 
biophysicists to develop new 

ideas, gain access to advanced 
computer facilities and develop 
their ideas with the help of a 
panel of mentors. All of this can 
be done via the Internet at very 
low cost.  It requires little or 
none of the prohibitively 
expensive equipment and 
infrastructure associated with 
conventional research in 
physics. All contributors to the 
Special Issue agreed to act as 
mentors should they be 
required. 
 
Following on the heels of SI#1, 
I co-edited a second Special 
Issue proposed by Dr Damien 
Hall, then at Tsukuba 
University, Japan. His mentor, 
Dr Alan Minton, was the focus 
of this SI.  It was both a tribute 
to Alan’s research and an 
assembly of the many people 
Alan nurtured and encouraged 
in their careers in the field of 
molecular crowding in cells. 
The result is a 17 chapter 
Special Issue that is easily the 
largest single issue produced 
by BREV. I refer readers to Dr 
Hall’s contribution which 
appears in this issue of the 
IUPAB News. 
At a meeting of the BREV 
Editorial Board in Philadelphia 
in February, Professor Marcelo 
Morales was given the green 
light to proceed with Special 
Issue #3 of Biophysical 
Reviews. The topic of this issue 
is the first of what may become 
a series on biophysics in the  
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developing worlds. This issue 
will deal with the contributions 
made by biophysicists from 
Latin America.  
 
Most of the proposed chapters 
deal with a diverse range of 
biophysical aspects of cell 
membranes. The issue will 
highlight the extraordinary 
contributions assembled into 17 
chapters. It will be a pleasure 
for me to co-edit this issue with 
Dr Morales who is both a 
member of the BREV Editorial  
 
 
 

 
Board and a member of IUPAB 
Council. 
 
Special Thanks: I want to 
acknowledge and thank Louise 
Matheson for her  hard work 
and patience as Editor of the 
now twice-yearly IUPAB News. 
She is responsible for a recent, 
major upgrading of the IUPAB 
website and is continually busy 
posting news items on its 
website 
 
 
Cris dos Remedios 
Secretary-General 

 
 
    Cris in New Zealand,  
    February 2013 
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Biophysical Reviews, Editorial Board Meeting, Philadelphia 
February 4, 2013. 
 
 
Six of the Board members 
gathered in the lobby of the 
Hilton Garden Inn, Philadelphia 
Center City hotel for a friendly 
meeting. Those present were the 
Secretary-General, Cris dos 
Remedios, Marcelo Morales, 
Wilma Olson. Danuta Szczesna-
Cordary and Gijs Wuite. We 
exchanged views on the most up-
to-date aspects of our Journal, 
including the informative and 
well-presented 2012 Publisher’s 
report.  
The main point of interest for us, 
as members of IUPAB, is to 
devote ourselves to a steady and 
continuous flow of good reviews. 
The Journal is presently under 
review for an impact factor, one 
condition of which is to publish at 
least 25 reviews per year.  
Up to now this has been 
accomplished, however our 
efforts towards this goal must be 
maintained since the impact 
factor is calculated on three 
continuous years, then at least 
until 2014 is included and for 
each of the four yearly issues.  
At the initiative of the Associate 
Editors, Prof. Cris dos Remedios, 
Pr0f. Haruki Nakamura and the 
help of a guest Editor, Dr. 
Damien Hall, two specific issues 
have been put forward, one in 
2012, on Computational 
Biophysics and one to appear in  

 
June 2013 on the Biophysics of 
Protein-Protein/Protein-Ligand 
inter-actions.  
These initiatives are very 
important for the quality of our 
Journal and they are a significant 
help for the impact factor. They 
need to be praised and, more 
importantly, to have a follow up 
for a third specific issue for year 
2014.  
Let me ask here for the 
candidature of one Associate 
Editor assisted by a guest 
Editor to propose a specific 
issue. The candidate should 
contact me as soon as possible: 
the subject must be chosen by 
late Spring, to be published the 
next calendar year in issue #3. 
Thank you very much in 
advance.  
In 2014 the International 
Congress of Biophysics will be 
held in Brisbane: an excellent 
occasion to request from the 
speakers to send a review to 
BREV: Prof. Cris dos Remedios 
is kindly requested to help us in 
this goal. 
Another point that we discussed 
was the analysis of BREV by 
PubMed and the interest of 
having our article deposited in 
PubMed Central. To my 
knowledge the deposit to 
PubMed Central is required in 
NIH Grants from their recipients 
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when they don’t publish the 
results of their research on line. If 
not published on line, I 
understand that Springer makes 
the deposit automatically, only if 
the authors received an NIH 
grant and after one year of 
publication in BREV. 
Being referenced in PubMed is 
another matter and is also 
important for the authors. 
Springer has done an application 
for BREV last year but 
unfortunately it was turned down 
as a first try, and another 
application will be launched soon.  
 
PubMed expect more materials, 
either more short reviews or  
 
 
Jean Garnier, 
Editor-in-chief 
 

longer ones, and reviews more 
critical and offering some 
perspective.   
 
Part of these aspects relies on 
our contact with the authors and 
part on implementing regularly 
the specific issues, or even 
occasionally accepting longer 
reviews.  
 
The meeting opened around 5. 
30pm and was followed by a 
pleasant meal offered by 
Springer. Closed near 8.00pm  
then we all went to listen to the 
National Lecture. 
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1.11 Editorial1Manager1–1Editorial1Status1Summary$
 
 
 

Submissions$ 2010$ 2011$ 2012$

Total1Submitted$ 15$ 29$ 44$

    
Total1Decisioned$ 15$ 25$ 35$

Accept$ 14$ 24$ 33$

Reject$ 1$ 1$ 2$

Acceptance$Rate$ 93$ 96$ 94$

Rejection$Rate$ 7$ 4$ 6$

    
Average$Days$to$Final$Disposition$Accept$ 73$ 70$ 59$

Average$Days$to$Final$Disposition$Reject$ 14$ 4$ 132$

 
 
 

Disclaimer:+Please$note$that$the$term$“Reject”$is$used$for$the$calculation$of$the$acceptance$and$rejection$rates,$which$includes$all$terms$that$may$exist$for$$rejection$decisions.$For$example:$

Reject$before$review;$Reject$after$review;$Reject,$but$resubmit;$Reject,$Out$of$scope;$$and$so$forth).$ In$addition:$Only$the$papers$for$which$the$‘Final$Disposition$Date’$has$been$set$are$taken$

into$account.$
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1.31Development1of1Size$
 
 
 

Year 
Issues 

budgeted 
Issues 

published 
Number  of Pages 

budgeted  published 
# publ. 
papers 

2009  4 
2010  4 
2011  4 
2012  4 

4  256  211  21 
4  256  189  17 
4  200  217  20 
4  200  290  27 

2013  4  256 
OF Jan 28, 2103: 9 articles 
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Country$

Number1of1Manuscripts$
Submitted$

Number1of1Manuscripts$
Accepted$

  
2010$

 
2011$

 
2012$

 
2010$

 
2011$

 
2012$

UNITED$STATES$ 6$ 8$ 19$ 5$ 6$ 15$

JAPAN$  4$ 7$ 1$ 2$ 5$

AUSTRALIA$ 2$ 4$ 5$ 2$ 5$ 4$

CANADA$ 1$ 1$ 2$  2$ 2$

FRANCE$ 1$ 1$ 2$ 2$ 1$ 1$

INDIA$ 1$ 1$ 2$ 1$  1$

UNITED$KINGDOM$  1$ 2$   1$

GERMANY$ 1$ 2$ 1$  1$ 3$

NEW$ZEALAND$ 1$  1$  1$ 1$

ARGENTINA$  1$   1$  
BRAZIL$  3$   3$  
CHILE$  1$   1$  

CHINA$  1$     
ITALY$  1$ 1$  1$  
JORDAN$   1$    

 

 
 
 

1.41 Author1Country1of1Origin1of1Manuscripts1Submitted1and1Accepted$
 

 
Country$

Number1of1Manuscripts$
Submitted$

Number1of1Manuscripts$
Accepted$

  
2010$

 
2011$

 
2012$

 
2010$

 
2011$

 
2012$

RUSSIAN$FEDERATION$ 1$   1$   

SWEDEN$   1$    
TUNISIA$ 1$      
TOTAL$ 15$ 29$ 44$ 14$ 24$ 33$

 
Sorted$by$“number$of$manuscripts$submitted$2012”$from$large$to$small$
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1.5  Author Country of Origin of Manuscripts Submitted 2012 
 
 
 
 

• JORDAN 1 
 
 
 

• GERMANY! 
 

• UNITED KINGDOM 2 
 
 
•UNITED STATES 19 
 
•JAPAN 7 
 
•AUSTRALIA 5 
 
•CANADA2 
 
•FRANCE 2 
 
•INDIA 2 
 
•UNITED KINGDOM 2 
 
•GERMANY 1 
 
•ITALY 1 
 
•JORDAN 1 
 
•NEW ZEALAND 1 
 
•SWEDEN 1 
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1.6  Author Country of Origin of Manuscripts Accepted 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• NEW ZEALAND 1 
 

• INDIAl 
 

• FRANCE 1 

UNITED 
KINGDOM! 

 
 
 

•UNITED STATES 15 
 

•JAPAN 5 
 

•AUSTRALIA4 
 

•GERMANY 3 
 

•CANADA2 
 

•FRANCE 1 
 

•INDIA 1 
 

•NEW ZEALAND 1 
 

UNITED KINGDOM 1 
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2.21 Production1Turnaround1Time$
 

Average1Time1Between1Submission1of1a1Manuscript1and$
Publication1in1an1Online1Issue$

 
 

* Due to the increased number of accepted 
* manuscripts, the journal has now a normal 

production time of approx. 100 days (articles 
stay longer OnlineFirst before they are assigned to 
an issue). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Disclaimer:1For$the$time$to$production$ (‘Received$by$

Springer)$ the$ ‘Final$Disposition$ Date’$ is$ taken.$ There$

could$be$a$time$lag$between$the$‘Final$Decision$Date’$

and$the$‘Final$Disposition$Date’.$
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3.11 FullSText1Downloads$
 
 

Fulltext Article Requests 2009-2012 
 
 

1,200 
 
 

1,000 
 
 

800 
 
 

600 
 
 

400 
 
 

200 
 
 
 

Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  Mai  Jun   Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov Dec 
 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr Mai Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
2009 20 67 123 109 84 121 128 173 654 205 246 223 
2010 217 535 281 273 389 164 175 204 213 450 1,059 565 
2011 272 395 435 355 379 374 361 414 306 408 971 843 
2012 520 684 608 757 705 752 654 796 657 697 763 552 

 
(Source:)MetaPress)$
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Top1101Article1Downloads$
 

 
 
Author(s)$

 
 
Title$

 
 
Volume$

 
 
Issue$

 
 
Year$

Article$
Requests$

 

JanSOct12012$
 
Li$Shang,$Gerd$Ulrich$Nienhaus$

Gold$nanoclusters$as$novel$optical$probes$for$in$vitro$and$in$vivo$

fluorescence$imaging$

 
4$

 
4$

 
2012$

 
563$

 
Lennart$Treuel,$Gerd$Ulrich$Nienhaus$

Toward$a$molecular$understanding$of$nanoparticle–protein$

interactions$

 
4$

 
2$

 
2012$

 
503$

Per$Niklas$Hedde,$Gerd$Ulrich$Nienhaus$ Optical$imaging$of$nanoscale$cellular$structures$ 2$ 4$ 2010$ 380$

Jana$M.$Say,$Caryn$van$Vreden,$David$J.$

Reilly,$et$al.$

 
Luminescent$nanodiamonds$for$biomedical$applications$

 
3$

 
4$

 
2011$

 
300$

Joshua$W.K.$Ho,$Michael$A.$Charleston$ Network$modelling$of$gene$regulation$ 3$ 1$ 2011$ 180$

 
Marcela$M.$Bilek,$ David$R.$McKenzie$

Plasma$modified$surfaces$for$covalent$immobilization$of$

functional$biomolecules$in$the$absence$of$chemical$linkers:$

towards$better$biosensors$and$a$new$generation$of$medical$

implants$

 
 

2$

 
 

2$

 
 
2010$

 
 

164$

Junichi$Higo,$Jinzen$Ikebe,$Narutoshi$

Kamiya,$Haruki$Nakamura$

Enhanced$and$effective$conformational$sampling$of$protein$

molecular$systems$for$their$free$energy$landscapes$

 
4$

 
1$

 
2012$

 
162$

 
Anthony$J.$Kim,$Justin$Hanes$

The$emergence$of$multiple$particle$tracking$in$intracellular$

trafficking$of$nanomedicines$

 
4$

 
2$

 
2012$

 
155$

P.$Ciancaglini,$A.M.S.$Samao,$M.$Bolean,$

et$al.$

 
Proteoliposomes$in$nanobiotechnology$

 
4$

 
1$

 
2012$

 
124$

Sergi$PadillahParra,$Nicolas$Auduge,$

Maite$CoppeyhMoisan,$Marc$Tramier$

Non$fitting$based$FRET–FLIM$analysis$approaches$applied$to$

quantify$protein–protein$interactions$in$live$cells$

 
3$

 
2$

 
2011$

 
117$

(Source:)Coremetrics)$
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101Most1Cited1Articles1in120121(Articles1Published12010/20111)$
 

Cites$ Authors$ Title$ Year$ Volume$Issue$

45$ Wriggers$Willy$ Using$Situs$for$the$integration$of$multihresolution$structures*$ 2010$ 2$ 1$

19$ Marcela$M.$Bilek,$David$R.$

McKenzie$

Plasma$modified$surfaces$for$covalent$immobilization$of$functional$

biomolecules$in$the$absence$of$chemical$linkers:$towards$better$

biosensors$and$a$new$generation$of$medical$implants$

2010$ 2$ 2$

15$ AP$Joseph,$G$Agarwal,$S$

Mahajan,$JC$Gelly$et$al.$

A$short$survey$on$protein$blocks$ 2010$ 2$ 3$

8$ Per$Niklas$Hedde,$Gerd$Ulrich$

Nienhaus$

Optical$imaging$of$nanoscale$cellular$structures$ 2010$ 2$ 4$

5$ Damien$Hall,$Masaru$Hoshino$ Effects$of$macromolecular$crowding$on$intracellular$diffusion$from$a$

single$particle$perspective$

2010$ 2$ 1$

4$ Thomas$P.$ Burghardt,$Katalin$

Ajtai$

Singlehmolecule$fluorescence$characterization$in$native$environment$ 2010$ 2$ 4$

3$ G.$Yu$Riznichenko,$Ilya$B.$

Kovalenko,$Ana$M.$Abaturova$

et$al.$

New$direct$dynamic$models$of$protein$interactions$coupled$to$

photosynthetic$electron$transport$reactions$

2010$ 2$ 3$

2$ Stuart$G.$Campbell,$Kenneth$S.$

Campbell$

Mechanisms$of$residual$force$enhancement$in$skeletal$muscle:$

insights$from$experiments$and$mathematical$models$

2011$ 3$ 4$

2$ Sophia$C.$Goodchild,$Paul$M.$G.$

Curmi,$Louise$J.$Brown$

Structural$gymnastics$of$multifunctional$metamorphic$proteins$ 2011$ 3$ 3$

2$ Yuri$E.$Nesmelov,$David$D.$

Thomas$

Protein$structural$dynamics$revealed$by$sitehdirected$spin$labeling$and$

multifrequency$EPR$

2010$ 2$ 2$
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101Most1Cited1Articles1in120111(Articles1Published12009/2010)$
 

Cites$ Authors$ Title$ Year$ Volume/Issue$

22$ Wriggers$Willy$ Using$Situs$for$the$integration$of$multihresolution$structures$ 2010$ 2/1*$

15$ Gordon$C.$K.$Roberts$and$David$R.$

Critchley$

Structural$and$biophysical$properties$of$the$integrinhassociated$cytoskeletal$

protein$talin$

2009$ 1/2*$

15$ EM$De$La$Cruz$ How$cofilin$severs$an$actin$filament$ 2009$ 1/2$

11$ Marcela$M.$Bilek$and$David$R.$

McKenzie$

Plasma$modified$surfaces$for$covalent$immobilization$of$functional$

biomolecules$in$the$absence$of$chemical$linkers:$towards$better$biosensors$

and$a$new$generation$of$medical$implants$

2010$ 2/2$

7$ David$M.$Jameson,$Justin$A.$Ross$

and$Joseph$P.$Albanesi$

Fluorescence$fluctuation$spectroscopy:$ushering$in$a$new$age$of$

enlightenment$for$cellular$dynamics$

2009$ 1/3$

7$ Motilal$Maiti$and$Gopinatha$Suresh$

Kumar$

Biophysical$aspects$and$biological$implications$of$the$interaction$of$

benzophenanthridine$alkaloids$with$DNA$

2009$ 1/3$

7$ AP$Joseph,$G$Agarwal,$S$Mahajan,$

JC$Gelly$et$al.$

A$short$survey$on$protein$blocks$ 2010$ 2/3$

5$ Elizabeth$A.$Carter,$Koman$K.$Tam,$

Robert$S.$Armstrong$and$Peter$A.$

Lay$

Vibrational$spectroscopic$mapping$and$imaging$of$tissues$and$cells$ 2009$ 1/3$

5$ A.$R.$Srinivasan,$Ronald$R.$Sauers,$

Marcia$O.$Fenley,$Alexander$H.$

Boschitsch$et$al.$

Properties$of$the$nucleichacid$bases$in$free$and$WatsonhCrick$hydrogenh$

bonded$states:$computational$insights$into$the$sequencehdependent$

features$of$doublehhelical$DNA$

2009$ 1/1$

3$ Keith$M.$Meek$ Corneal$collagen—its$role$in$maintaining$corneal$shape$and$transparency$ 2009$ 1/2$

*$Open$Access$
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Online First 
24% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contemporary 
(2009-2011) 

54% 
 
 

Current (2012) 
22% 
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Top 3 North  
•  USA 24% 
•  Canada 3% 
•  Mexico 1% 
 

Top 5 E  
•  Germany 17% 
•  UK 4% 
•  France 2% 
•  Netherlands 1% 
•  Italy 1% 
 

Top 5 a-P  
•  China 15% 
•  Japan 6% 
•  Australia 6% 
•  India 3% 
•  Taiwan 2% 
 

 
 
 

Downloads1by1Geography$
 
 

Full-Text Article Requests by Geography 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

South 

 

Middle East 
2% 

Africa 
0% 

America 
3% 

North 
America 

28% 

 
 
 
Asia-Pacific 

36% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Europe 
31% 
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Top 3 &  
•  Lib. & Univ. Websites 4% 
•  ExLibris SFX 1% 
•  SerialsSolutions 1% 

 

 
 
 

Downloads1by1Visitor1Referral$
 
 

Full-Text Article Requests by External Referral 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Springer.com 
1% 

Other 
12% 

 
Publishers & 
CrossRef 

4% 
 

Libraries & 
Universities 

7% 
 

Abstracting & 
Indexing 

4% 

 

 
Top 3 Search Engines 
•  Google Scholar 48% 
•  Google 23% 
•  Yahoo <1% 

 
 
 

Search 
Engines 

72% 
 
 

Top 3 A&I Databases 
•  PubMed 3% 
•  Chemical Abstracts 1% 
•  Web of Science <1% 

 
 

(Source:)Coremetrics;)excluding)Direct)Loads)and)Internal)Referrals)$
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3.21 Table1of1Contents1(ToC)1Alerts$
 

ToC1Alerts$

 
 
 
 
 
•  In$addition$to$journal$subscriptions$Springer$

also$offers$Table$of$Contents$(ToC)$alerting.$

At$publication$each$new$issue$a$table$of$

contents$of$Biophysical)Reviews)are$
announced$through$a$special$emailing.$

Customers$can$easily$register$for$this$free$

service$on$the$journal’s$homepage.$The$ToC$

Alerts$inform$readers$when$a$new$issue$is$

available$online.$The$email$contains$direct$

links$to$the$articles$and$if$the$registered$ToC$

Alerts$subscribers$have$access$through$their$

institutions,$they$can$link$directly$to$the$

papers.$Nonsubscribers$to$the$journal$have$

access$to$the$abstract$and$may$purchase$

individual$articles.$

•  In$2012$Springer$sent$out$a$total$of$

11,975,888$ToC$alerts$to$over$848,483$

subscribers.$

•  This$convenient$service$is$also$of$great$

interest$to$your$editors,$board$members$and$

if$applicable$for$society$members.$

 
Year$ Jan$ Feb$ Mar$ Apr$ May$ Jun$ Jul$ Aug$ Sep$ Oct$ Nov$ Dec$

2010$ 111$ 145$ 147$ 147$ 148$ 151$ 153$ 152$ 155$ 158$ 158$ 111$

2011$ 160$ 162$ 162$ 165$ 166$ 168$ 174$ 156$ 158$ 159$ 161$ 162$

2012$ 165$ 168$ 173$ 177$ 176$ 184$ 189$ 193$ 198$ 211$ 216$  
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Coverage"in"Abstracting"&"Indexing"(A&I)"Services!
 

Biophysical+Reviews+is"currently"covered"by"the"following"(A&I)"services:!
 
 
 
 

! SCOPUS 
! Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) 
! Google Scholar 
! OCLC, SCImago 
! Summon by Serial Solutions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Medline-Application rejected July 2012, next possible 
Application 2014 

 
 
 
 

Thomson/Reuters ISI- Application Ongoing 
(Started Nov. 2011), evaluation period 2-3 
years 
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Report:  International Conference on Biomolecular Forms & Functions, 
A Celebration of 50 years of the Ramachandram Map 
 
 
An International Conference on 
Biomolecular Forms and Functions was 
organized during 8-11 January 2013 at 
the J.N. Tata Auditorium, Indian Institute 
of Science, Bangalore.  
The conference was supported by IUPAB 
as well as many other funding and 
organizational and academic bodies, and 
also by many private organizations and 
companies. 
During the conference about 50 lectures 
and 280 posters were presented. There 
were 18 scientific sessions spread over 4 
days comprising talks and poster 
presentations.  
The scientific lectures were by invitation 
only. Leading experts from different parts 
of the world attended and contributed 
excellent talks on the themes of 3-D 
structural analysis of proteins, nucleic 
acids, biomolecular complexes, protein-
protein interactions, structural biology in 
infectious diseases, Ramachandran map 
analysis, large macromolecular 
assemblies, structural biology in 
immunology, fibrous and other non-
globular proteins, protein folding and 
design and protein synthesis machinery.   
The talks were followed by stimulating 
discussions in which young student 
researchers also participated 
enthusiastically. 
 
 
Special sessions on Professor G.N. 
Ramachandran: 
 
On the afternoon of 8 January 2013, two 
special sessions to recollect the scientific 
contributions of the late Professor G.N. 
Ramachandran were organized.  
In particular the publication in 1963 in 
Journal of Molecular Biology describing 
the genesis of what is known today as the 
"Ramachandran map" and its current  
 

 
relevance was the focus of the 
celebration.  
Professor C.N.R. Rao delivered an 
outstanding lecture relating his personal 
‘Reminiscences on Prof. G.N. 
Ramachandran’. This was followed by 
lectures by other colleagues and co-
workers, recollecting the scientific legacy 
of Professor Ramachandran.  
During this session Professor C.N.R. Rao 
also formally released a book on 
"Biomolecular forms and functions" with 
contributions from 38 leading scientists 
and edited by Prof. Manju Bansal and 
Prof. N. Srinivasan, the conveners of the 
conference. 
The Protein Society, USA sponsored the 
best poster awards.  A jury was 
constituted with Prof. Lynne Regan of 
Yale University, USA (also president of 
the Protein Society) as the chair of the 
committee to decide on the best posters.   
 
The committee members were Prof. 
David Richardson (Duke University, 
USA), Prof. Zippi Shakked (Weizmann 
Institute, Israel), Dr. Madan Babu (LMB, 
Cambridge, UK), Prof. Roland Dunbrack 
(FCCC, USA), Dr Takashi Ochi 
(University of Cambridge, UK), Dr Aswin 
Seshasayee (NCBS, India), Prof. Udo 
Heinemann (Max-Delbruck Centre, 
Germany). Dr Remo Rohs (USC, USA) 
and Prof. Sujit Sikdar of MBU, IISc. 
 
After very rigorous pre-conference and 
during-conference assess-ments, 
discussion with poster presenters and 
confidential meetings among jury 
members, 4 first prize winners, 10 second 
prize winners and 6 special mentions 
were selected.  
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Prof. Lynne Regan presented the prizes 
to the winners during the closing session 
of the conference on 11th Jan 2013. 
The conference highlighted the ground-
breaking contributions from India by Prof. 
Ramachandran and his co-workers, 
especially the fact that they have well 

withstood the test of time. This was a 
tremendous source of inspiration to the 
young Indian researchers and a fitting 
tribute to one of the doyens of Indian 
science.  
It also had scientific presentations 
outlining the state of the art in the field of 
structural biology, and thus provided a 
historical perspective as well as its 
current status. 
 
 
 
Professor Manju Bansal 
Molecular Biopjysics Unit 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore,   India 

  
_______________________ 
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18th IUPAB Congress Brisbane, August 2014 
Professor Brett Hambly, Congress Convenor 
 
On behalf of the Australian Society 
for Biophysics (ASB) and the 
International Union of Pure and 
Applied Biophysics (IUPAB) we 
cordially invite you to attend the 18th 
IUPAB Congress being held in 
Brisbane, Australia from the 3rd – 8th 
August 2014 (www.iupab2014.org). 
  
Biophysics in Australia and New 
Zealand is a strong discipline, with 
world-leading research programmes 
and outstanding facilities. ASB and 
IUPAB are assembling an 
outstanding scientific program for 
IUPAB 2014. Plenary talks will be 
presented by four eminent 
biophysicists, including two Nobel 
Laureates, and approximately forty 
symposia speakers from around the 
world have been invited to lead 
discussions at the Congress. Several 
satellite workshops will complement 
the main Congress, and will be held 
at nearby destinations.  Early career 
and women researchers in the field 
are encouraged to submit abstracts. 
A number of travel grants will be 
available. 
 
The Congress will be held at the 
Brisbane Convention and Exhibition 
Centre (BCEC) which is located in a 
unique urban cultural and 
entertainment precinct in the heart of 
Brisbane. All major art galleries, 
museum, and performing arts centre 
are located within 5-10 minute 
walking distance from the BCEC. A 

range of affordable accommodation 
is available near the centre (please 
see conference website for further 
details). 
 

 
  
In addition to the IUPAB 2014 
congress being scientifically 
rewarding, a stimulating social 
program featuring many unique 
aspects of Australia will be 
incorporated into the Congress to 
provide delegates with the 
opportunity to experience the best of 
Australia - from iconic beaches and 
rainforests to the Great Barrier Reef 
and World Heritage landmarks like 
Fraser Island, delegates can make 
the IUPAB 2014 Congress the trip of 
a lifetime.  
  
Thank you for considering travelling 
to Australia to attend the IUPAB 2014 
Congress in Brisbane.  
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CONFIRMED PLENARY SPEAKERS  
 

Professor Brian Kobilka, Stanford 
University, USA 
Professor Eduardo Perozo, University 
of Chicago, USA 
Professor Carol Robinson, University 
of Oxford, UK 
Professor Roger Tsien, University of 
California San Diego, USA 

  
CONFERENCE THEMES  
The Congress convenors have 
consulted widely with IUPAB 
member Societies to incorporate 
contemporary themes and the 
international flavour of biophysics 
into the Congress programme. 
The Congress will focus on seven 
major themes:  
·         Membrane proteins  
·         Electrophysiology, Muscle, 
Cardiac & Neurology  
·         Protein structure  
·         Imaging (from molecules to 
organisms)  
·         Bioenergetics  
·         Single molecule bio-physics  
·         Computational Biophysics 
& Systems Biophysics  
  
Visit WWW.IUPAB2014.ORG and 
register your interest to be kept 
informed. 
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Women in Science 
Profile:  Professor Dame Carol 
Robinson 

Oxford, U.K. 
 

 
This year Professor Carol Robinson 
was awarded the title of Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British 
Empire.  This comes after an unusual 
career path, which began when she 
left school at sixteen to work as a 
technician at Pfizer.  She began in the 
chromatography lab, then moved via 
NMR to the mass spectrometry lab, 
where she realized she had a passion 
for this difficult technique.  
 
She embarked upon seven years of 
part-time study, to eventually become 
a Graduate of the Royal Society of 
Chemistry. She was a graduate 
student at Churchill College from 
1980-82, where she completed her 
PhD in two years. 
 
Her unusual practical exposure and 
experience helped Carol to get to 
Cambridge, with the support of her 
supervisor at the time who recognised 
this as an advantage.  She has said  
 
 
that now she often takes students with 
this type of background herself.  
 
After the birth of her first son, Carol 
made the decision to stay at home 
with him until he was ready for school.  
With the birth of two more children, a 
daughter and another son,  this dev-
eloped into an eight year break, taking 
the risk which confronts so many 
women in science that it would be 
perhaps difficult to resume her career. 
 
However, having decided to return to 
her career, Carol  secured a position 
as a postdoctoral researcher under 
the supervision of Professor 
Christopher Dobson at the University 

of 
Oxfo

rd. 
She 
quic

kly 
cau
ght 
up 

with 
dev
elop
men
ts in 

her 
field 
and 

over the next ten years her research 
career   moved at a rapid pace.  
 
In 2001 she was appointed Professor 
of Mass Spectrometry at the 
University of Cambridge – the first 
female Professor of Chemistry at 
Cambridge. 
 
Today she occupies the post of Dr. 
Lee’s Professor of Chemistry Elect at 
Oxford – where she started as a 
young researcher and mother of three 
some twenty-five  years previously.   
 
As a scientist and academic, 
Professor Robinson is renowned for 
her pioneering use of mass 
spectrometry as an analytical tool, and 
for her ground-breaking research into 
the 3D structure of proteins.  As a 
mother, she has raised a successful 
family, involving them in her 
professional life when opportunities 
have presented themselves.  Her 
eldest son worked with her to design 
and build a website, she has 
published a paper with her daughter 
(a mathematician), and has written an 
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article together with her youngest son, 
a journalist.   
 
Carol recognises that the support and 
encouragement she received from her 
mentors, particularly Professor 
Dobson, to pursue her research goals, 
were incredibly important in balancing 
a serious career in science with a 
demanding role as a mother of three. 
She therefore takes seriously her own 
role in supporting the large number of 
researchers in her group, several of 

them mothers themselves.  She is 
indeed a successful “Woman in 
Science” in every way. 
 
 
 
Louise Matheson 
Editor 
 
 
 
 

 
____________________________ 
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